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In 1941, Federico Faggin was born in Vicenza, #ltaly. He would go on to become one of the most influential Italian scientists in 
modem history!

After joining @intel in 1970, Faggin led the creation and implementation of a new technique for microchips using silicon gate 
technology. His designs for Intel's MCS-4 microprocessor would go on to become the world’s first-ever commercial 
microprocessor!

From the first dipped candle to the first radio to the microprocessor each invention further highlights Italy's history as an 
#Etemallnnovator! microprocessor

Sustainability In Italy!

Italy is hard at work! Here are the facts

In the EU. Italy ranks among the top countries for waste reduction and maintains the highest recycling rate in total waste. 

79.3% of all waste in Italy is sent for recycling!

Italy's @EnelGroup is a global leader in renewable energy. They are the largest renewable energy operator in the world! 

47 GW of managed renewable energy capacity as of the third quarter of 2020! Sustainability

Facebook

The historical ©Labiennaledivenezia exhibition "The Milk of Dreams” not only draws inspiration from a female creative but is 
also breaking art world gender barriers.

For the first time in over 120 years and under the leadership of artistic director Cecilia Alemani, 192 of 213 artists identify as 
female, offering a space for female creativity to truly shine through.

Read more about the Biennale artist line-up via @artnews

MtesTfwvywailiKWMQm'art-oe.wstew.s&e.Dic^
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